Gateways Hospital and Mental Health Center is a member of the California Healthcare Association, the Healthcare Association of Southern California and the Association of Community Mental Health Agencies. The hospital is accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations and licensed by the State Department of Health Services and the State Department of Social Services Community Care Licensing Division.

Gateways Hospital provides a number of mental health services to our surrounding communities, which include, inpatient acute for both adolescent and adult patients, Community based outpatient and Wrap Around services for children and adolescents, Forensic services for adults and a Homeless program. These programs are funded, in part by individuals and affiliate organizations. Additional funding is through with the Federal Bureau of Prisons, California State Department of Mental Health Forensic Services the Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health and the Department of Children & Family Services. Support also comes from the Jewish Federation Council of Greater Los Angeles, Medicare, Medi-Cal, and general community contributions.

- **INPATIENT** – Gateways Inpatient Services specialize in short-term, intensive treatment of patients with acute episodes of psychiatric and dual diagnosis disorders. A Specialized program for dually diagnosed adults is also available. Treatment is available for adolescents (over 12 years of age), adults and the elderly. These services are funded under the Short Doyle Plan of the County of Los Angeles, through insurance, private pay, Medicare and Medi-Cal.

  FYE June 30th 2011 Gateways Hospital provided 10,288 Patient Days to the LA County Short Doyle Program and 2,434 Days for Medi-Cal.

- **OUTPATIENT**- These are treatment programs which provide services to children & adolescents who can benefit from less intensive treatment than inpatient services. Gateways Hospital goes to various Los Angeles County Schools to treat adolescents on campus and has recently started a Wraparound Program through the Department of Children & Family Services. In addition the Adolescent Outpatient Staff also goes to Juvenile Hall and Juvenile Camps to provide mental health therapy as well. This program is again funded under the Short Doyle Plan of the County of Los Angeles, and Medi-Cal.

  Currently Gateways is averaging 500 Outpatient visits a month of which roughly 10% are Los Angeles County Short Doyle and 90% are Medi-Cal.

- **PERCY VILLAGE** - is a 96 bed Residential IMD Stepdown program set up under the Mental Health Services Act of November 2004. This program is for individuals transitioning out of locked IMD setting into an unlocked setting with the goal of eventually moving into a Board & Care. This program currently has ten indigent beds available.

- **GATEWAYS FORENSIC PROGRAMS**

  GATEWAYS FORENSIC PROGRAMS comprises several governmental agency-contracted programs whose primary function is to supervise judicially committed individuals released to the community. Funding is through Federal Bureau of Prisons, California State Department of Mental Health Forensic Services, and Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health.
1. **CONREP** (Administration Gateways Conditional Release Program)- provides evaluation services, court liaison services and expert witness services to the entire County of Los Angeles court system for adult patients found not guilty by reason of insanity, incompetent to stand trial, mentally-disordered sex offenders, and mentally-disordered offenders. CONREP provides clinical management for some 150 patients conditionally released to the Los Angeles community from state hospitals, and provides evaluations for over 500 patients residing in state hospitals. Licensed/certified professional staff provides services. Funding for CONREP comes through the State Department of Mental Health Office of Forensic Services.

2. **FCTP** (Forensic Community Treatment Program)- provides court-mandated outpatient services to men and women, ages 18-64, who are deemed guilty but not guilty by reason of insanity, incompetent to stand trial, mentally disordered sex offenders, or mentally-disordered offenders. Patients are referred through CONREP Administration. Funding is provided through the State Department of Mental Health or self-paying clients.

3. **RRC** (Residential Reentry Center)- provides court-mandated residential and outpatient treatment and supervision services for adult men and women, ages 18-64, who are released from federal prison, are under U.S. probation/parole supervision, or are directly committed to the program through U.S. and Los Angeles County courts. The RRCC also provides residential treatment to CONREP patients. Licensed/certified professional staff members provide services. Funding is provided through contracts with the Federal Bureau of Prisons, the State Conditional Release Program or self-paying clients. A limited number of beds are available for alternative sentencing.

4. **CRP** (Community Reintegration Program) – provides voluntary residential, day care and outpatient treatment services to men and women, ages 18-64, who have a history of mental illness and recent involvement with the criminal justice or penal systems. Licensed/certified professional and paraprofessional staff members provide services. Funding is provided through the State Department of Mental Health or self-paying clients.

5. **CONREP** (Gateways Satellite)- provides court-mandated residential day care and outpatient treatment services to men and women, ages 18-64, who are referred through Gateways CONREP Administration. Patients are found guilty but not guilty by reason of insanity, incompetent to stand trial, mentally disordered sex offenders, or mentally-disordered offenders. Licensed/certified professional and paraprofessional staff members provide services. Funding is provided through the State Department of Mental Health or self-paying clients.

6. **JCPS** (Alternative Sentencing Program)- The program was created to assist the courts, prosecutors, defense attorneys and criminal offenders in determining a sentence. Provides services of continuum of care and treatment to alcohol and drug addicts.

7. **Vocational Workshop**- is a sheltered industrial workshop providing pre-vocational assessment, training, work adjustment and long-term sheltered employment for patients involved in the Satellite’s CRP and CONREP programs, and largely depends upon light industry contracts received through a competitive bidding process. Services are provided by staff members with expertise in light industry assembling and packaging.

8. **Normandie Village** – is a 48 bed Residential IMD Stepdown program set up under the Mental Health Services Act of November 2004. This program is for individuals transitioning out of locked IMD setting into an unlocked setting with the goal of eventually moving into a Board & Care. This program currently has six indigent beds available. The program is very similar to Percy Village with the exception that Normandie Village’s clients all have a criminal back round in addition to their mental illness.

### HOMELESS PROGRAMS

**HOMELESS SERVICES PROGRAM** – provides an integrated continuum of non-traditional mental health services that focus on the needs of adult mentally ill and dually diagnosed clients that are homeless or at risk of becoming homeless. Services are currently being provided at the People Assisting the Homeless (PATH) service mall. Co-location in the PATH service mall provides a unique model for clients to access services provided by multiple agencies. These include PATH’s DMH contracted shelter beds, DPSS Hollywood Community Adult School, Travelers Aid, CLARE Foundation, Salvation Army Family Services, PATH Academy/Finders, Vera Brown Personal Care Salon, Homeless Court, and PATH Health Medical Clinic. Gateways Hospital has a 12 Emergency
Bed Homeless Shelter for Transitional Aged Youth and currently the shelter is running at capacity. In addition Gateways Hospital in Partners with A Community of Friends to provide permanent housing for 29 Mentally Ill Homeless individuals at the Gateways Apartments building of Hoover Street.